Apr. 7 - Army still quiet.

Apr. 9 - Amused Anabelle.

May 14. Returned to Jerusalem from Amman, with Dodge & Wiggins, and
yikes, George, Pinkfeld, Henderson, Khalid. Attacked myself. Tuned
from Aqabah to Jerusalem in Rambler.

May 18. Recovered from a 2 day siege of crumbs. Went to see Hanou
Ilifafi. Thank god he's better. I was at the Rambler. One British
motorcycle; 120 Jews injured in later charges.

May 19. Saw Ilifafi again this morning. Called on Air Commodore Harris this
morning, who promised to send a plane to Aqabah to photograph the
excavations for me.

May 21. Horrible Kansas. Today. All sorts of rumors of earthquakes, etc.
on part of James Temple Gospel, never trent.

May 25. The R.S. met at Museum. R. R. Kneffel, S.T., lectured, with lantern
slides, on 'die erste Ausgrabung am Oaseins bei Tellgha'.

May 30. Bombs exploded in Pop Cinema. Last night, killing a number of Arabs. As
a result, all the other cinemas in town have been closed, and the
Palestine orchestra suspended until this fall. Today, 4 were been
buried. May 11. Last night, allegedly Jews threw in
a red flag among Arabs, including several women, a breaking behind a Zionists
flag. It has all the earmarks of an act of foreign undefined provocation.

June 1. Rumors that a very large gang has entered Palestine from
Syria, heavily armed, to restore the reign of terror. A new campaign
of murder seems to have been instituted during the last few days, because
the Arab Higher Committee is not satisfied with the White paper. The
Arab Defense Committee (Hashkifah party) has accepted the White paper. All
cinemas in town are closed.

June 2. Cafe went to Amman to buy back our antiquities from Tell al Khalifah.

June 3. Machine-gun firing audible in distance. Bomb went off at Tuffa this
evening, according to the reports. Bomb in Tuffa. Wall men held the
bell of Jerusalem phone out of commission.